PREPARING FOR THE NEXT NORMAL
Steps for Leaders to Reopen and Reposition Their Organizations
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We are embarking on a time of great economic and
operational uncertainty. As focuses and priorities shift
to embrace the unknown, organizations must begin to
prepare for the next normal.
A critical next step is reopening operations. This is not
one large decision, but rather several strategic and
critical adjustments based on market trends, staffing and
governmental guidance.
How you choose to reopen your organization, and
when, will take careful thought and consideration. It will
also set the tone for your organization’s future.
Reopening is the first step as organizations attempt to
define their new identity and shift focus. When done
correctly, a deliberate, well mapped out reopening
strategy can also help you plan long term to reposition
your organization.
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WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN
IT COMES TO REOPENING
Reopening your organization is more than unlocking the door and turning on the lights.
It involves careful planning across all aspects of your organization.

REVENUE GENERATION

• What are your sales capabilities? How have these changed?
• Have you done a sales or revenue forecast?
• Have you embarked on an e-commerce strategy during shutdown? How will this
new model play into your reopening strategy?
• H
 ave you forecasted various opening scenarios and how they may impact your
bottom line and potential cash flow, volumes and revenue?

RISK MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•

In the wake of remote working, how do you pull together your data?
How do you protect your organization against cyber risk?
How do you plan for the safety of your workforce?
How do you plan for the safety of your clients and customers?

COST CONTROL

• Have you prioritized expenses?
• Have you looked at your technology capabilities to streamline processes?
• How has your supply chain been disrupted? How will you deal with these
ramifications?

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY

• Have you strategically assessed your operational effectiveness and efficiency?
• Have you looked at what types of processes can be automated?
• How are you preparing for potential disruptions, such as a touchless environment?
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TAKE A THOUGHTFUL,
STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH
Reopening won’t be easy. This step-by-step guide will help walk you through a
reopening plan for your organization.
Already reopened? Use these steps to pause, reassess and prepare yourself for a
shift in focus.
We’re all embarking on the next normal. Let’s be thoughtful about how we
move forward.

STEP 1

BEGIN WITH A SELF-ASSESSMENT
Unprecedented. Uncertain. Unknown.
We’ve been through a lot these last few months. For some, the doors have been shut
completely. For others, this has been an opportunity to try out a different business
model. And for others, it’s been the push that was needed to finally move forward in
the e-commerce or telehealth space.
Now is the time to see where you’ve been and where you’re planning to go. And this
starts with a self-assessment.
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GENERAL ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW

• Where is your organization at today? How does it look different than it did just a few months ago?
• W
 hich areas of the organization are you most concerned with right now? What have you done thus
far or considered to address on that issue?
• D
 o you have the reporting processes in place to make informed decisions on the changes you
are considering?
• A
 re you operating your business off financial statements alone or do you have access to more
holistic, leading business indicators to drive your decision-making?

PERSONNEL
•
•
•
•

How are your staff doing?
What departments, if any, are having to work on-site at your various locations?
Do you have an effective process for your non-essential employees to work remotely?
Does your evaluation process need to change to focus more on outcomes?

LIQUIDITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How are your cash reserves?
Are you leveraging your bank link of credit or working capital?
What efforts have you made to reduce expenses?
Have you reviewed and revised your budget?
Have you modeled out cash flows?
Does your cash flow analysis include various scenarios that could impact your organization?
Are you having discussions with customers and vendors to maintain cash flow?

“Stop doing things just because
they’ve always been done that
way. Instead, start looking
for ways to do things more
efficiently and productively in
this new business environment.
The rate of change is faster now
than it’s ever been. This even has
given us a chance to revisit our
short and long-term strategy.”

Chad Flanagan
Partner-in-Charge of Business Valuation

SALES

• How are your customers weathering the downturn?
• Has your sales process changed in any way?
• Have you been able to gain new organization during the downturn?

SUPPLIERS / VENDORS

• How are your top suppliers and vendors doing?
• W
 hat backup risk management plans have you put in place in case some of your key suppliers and
vendors shut down?
• How much of your materials are sourced outside of the U.S.?

TECHNOLOGY
•
•
•
•

Any immediate concerns around the safety of your data?
What challenges are you facing from a technology perspective?
Have you recently assessed your current security risks?
Are you leveraging your existing systems to drive efficiency and automation wherever possible?

LEARN MORE
Questions to Consider Regarding
COVID-19’s Impact on Your Business
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STEP 2

MANAGE RISK
People and data are all over the place. From remote working to employees onsite to quickly launched
e-commerce or document sharing platforms, it’s time to focus on your organization’s risk factors.
Reduce risk by improving internal controls, paying special attention to processes and prioritizing clean,
up-to-date financials.

WORKFORCE PROTECTION

One of the most important components of a reopening strategy is your people. Without them, your
organization cannot function. You need a cohesive team with strong leadership and vision.
According to Inc.’s Small Business Survey, 55% of organizations said securing the health and safety of their
employees was top priority when considering reopening. For many employees, coming back to a physical
office space will be predicated on a feeling of safety.
Here are ways to keep your work environment safe:

“Employers who can use the
recession to hire great people
cast adrift by the recession
will be the long-term winners.
Recessions don’t last forever,
and strong employees will
put you in a position to take
advantage when recovery
comes.”

Joe Kristan
Partner

• D
 iscuss the conditions under which you will begin to reopen your operations and communicate this to
your whole team.
• M
 aintain regular, honest communication with your employees. Make sure you do so in a truthful and
caring manner and remind them of your mission, vision and values.
• P
 lan out your workplace to minimize the potential for crowding. Stagger shifts to ensure employees
maintain social distancing. Allow employees to work from home if they can. Space out seating
arrangements.
• Mandate increased cleaning procedures, including regular cleanings and deep cleanings.
• Supply hand sanitizing areas and other needs of employees, including masks.
• D
 eploy technology to consistently monitor and screen employee wellness with the CDC
recommended survey questions.

“A deeper understanding of workers’ needs, even individuals, beyond just safety will make
for a better re-opening phase.”
- Harvard Business Review
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WORKFORCE MOBILITY

You may find remote work suits your goals. You’re not alone. A recent study found that
60% of businesses surveyed said their remote sales models were proving as much or more
effective than previous traditional channels.
Another study found that 75% of Americans working from home due to COVID-19 would
prefer to continue that routine at least half the time.
But how does working remotely impact your risk? You must be prepared for anything when
it comes to your digital workers.

Cybersecurity Risk

A cyber breach can cripple your organization. To help manage and mitigate cyber risk, it’s
important to know what the risks are, how they are managed and who is accountable.
Ensure you’re taking the following steps:
• Identify, measure, mitigate and monitor risks.
• D
 evelop risk management processes commensurate with your entity’s level of risk
and complexity.
• A
 lign IT strategy with overall strategy and account for how risks will be managed both
now and in the future.
• Create a governance process to ensure ongoing awareness and accountability.
• E nsure reports are meaningful and timely with metrics on vulnerability to cyber risks
and potential impact.

LEARN MORE
Cybersecurity Checklist for
Organizations
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Protect Your People and Your Data

Cyber criminals know that your people are your organization’s weakest point. Social engineering tactics still reign supreme, in large part because they effectively
exploit this very weakness. Ensure your staff is up to date on your security policies and procedures during remote work and review your current document
storage and sharing permissions across your organization. The following checklist of best practices can help you gauge any risk areas so you can take further
action if needed to protect your organization.

□ Ensure your compliance with any regulations unique to your industry.
□ Enable two-factor authentication on all sensitive applications/
data stores.

□ Run a cybersecurity audit and network assessment focused on attack
surfaces and points of entry. Identify where your sensitive data is
and map it against your access points, both internally and externally.
Determining how hackers can “get in” and what they would have
access to will help you prioritize your threat level and next steps.

□ Confirm that your operating systems have the latest security products

and updates, including programs that can detect breaches and threats
within your network. Your firewall protection is only going to be
effective when it’s running the most current version.

□ Confirm that your firewall has intrusion protection and content
filtering enabled.

□ Geo-filter IP addresses from outside your organization’s locations.
□ Define your data access permissions across your organization.

Establishing clear roles and enforcing restricted rights will reduce
your risk of human error leading to a data breach.

□ Invest in industrial-strength firewall and end-point protection,
anti-malware, and anti-viral programs to thoroughly establish
your organization’s “defense-in-depth” security strategy.

□ Safeguard your sensitive data with encryption protocols.
□ Train your team on the latest social engineering tactics so they do
not undermine your organizational security by absentmindedly
opening a malicious email, attachment, or link.

□ Determine what data you want available outside of your office

walls. While cloud computing is almost a necessity in our current
environment, there may be information that you do not want
accessible remotely. Review what is accessible, and if certain
programs, databases or activities need to be limited to ensure
your remote work environment remains secure. Fast deployment
of remote environments can open your organization to new
vulnerabilities.

□ Reassess (or develop!) your organizational continuity and disaster
recovery strategy.

□ Consider outsourcing the monitoring, maintenance, and

management of your IT environment and security to a trusted
third-party managed services provider.

□ Establish password protocols, including regular refresh cycles.

Encourage staff to avoid passwords comprised of proper nouns,
common digit replacement techniques, or keyboard patterns.
Instead, they should opt for a meaningless combination of letters and
numbers for optimum security, or employ a passphrase strategy.
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Empower Collaboration and Communication

Even while working from afar, you can effectively promote and encourage your team to work cohesively.
This is where your organization’s tech stack can be a true asset to your agility and success.
Cloud applications like Microsoft Teams are easily deployed, and typically require a simple license change for
organizations currently using Office365 products. Removing the friction from your team’s day-to-day interactions
and eliminating inbox burden will do wonders for your organizational efficiency and agility. The added bonus of
easier file sharing and storage can make this a simple solution to adjusting to a remote work environment.

LEARN MORE
Eide Bailly’s IT Managed Services
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DEAL WITH POTENTIAL LOSS

Your organization has potentially experienced substantial loss. As you begin to move forward, analyze
business trends and understand how they will impact cash flows and the value of your organization.
This will help you project the length and severity of potential organizational interruption.
For loss of business income that has already occurred, check your business interruption insurance
policy. Business interruption insurance exists to help reconcile financial loss in the wake of a
damaging event. Relatively few insurance policies specifically outline coverage for outbreaks of
disease. It will be important to review your policy and document everything.

LEARN MORE
COVID-19 and Business Interruption Insurance

Supply Chain Issues

The COVID-19 pandemic has shed a glaring light on supply chains. For many organizations, a
disruption in supply chain can be crippling to remaining open. The Institute for Supply Management
has reported that 75% of companies are experiencing supply chain disruption due to COVID-19.
To help alleviate supply chain issues and potential disruption of your reopening plans, consider:
• M
 apping your suppliers to find potential weaknesses, both now and in the future. This includes
consulting with your top-tier suppliers on their continuity plans to provide increased visibility.
• E nsure you have an organization continuity plan in place. Walk through multiple scenarios and
document your responses to each. The more you ask yourself “what if?” the better off you’ll be.
• D
 iversify and localize your supply chain. Look for multiple suppliers, especially for your vital
products. More than one supplier means less chance at disruption of supplies you need to
keep afloat.
• Leverage technology solutions to improve your efficiency and better manage your inventory.

LEARN MORE
COVID-19 Supply Chain Disruption: What Manufacturers Should Do
Why a Business Continuity Plan is More Vital Than Ever
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STEP 3

CONTROL COSTS
Essential to repositioning your organization will be a reduction of capital expenditures and an increase in growth
capacity as you recover. We know this is easier said than done.

GO TO THE CLOUD

Leverage your technology investments to see where you can maximize the impact in your organization. While it
may seem like a fairly large expense, now is not the time to cut technology from your budget.

Comparing On-Premises and the Cloud

Traditional on-premises IT environments entail all hardware being on-site in your organization, such as servers,
switches, routers, firewalls, or NAS/SAN devices. On-premises environments, however, come with a number of
issues that make remote work and ongoing maintenance a long-term concern.
Primary issues with traditional legacy IT include:
• High Hardware Costs: On-premises equipment like servers are expensive to purchase and maintain.
• D
 ifficulty Supporting Remoting Work: Relying on VPN networks and on-premises servers for data access can
cause latency issues and expensive downtime.
• C
 onfusion: Network sprawl, over-complicated redundancies, and varying technologies can lead to IT
administrator and leadership confusion about what is actually necessary for the business.
• T otal-Loss Scenarios: Threat of natural disasters, malware attacks, or unexpected interruptions causing
inaccessible systems or complete data loss, rendering the organization unable to operate.
Leveraging the cloud for all or some of your organizational needs can be a cost-cutting and stability adding
measure for your IT demands. This is especially true if your organization has suddenly found itself in a remote
working environment. Cloud hosting ensures that systems and data are accessible from anywhere across
devices, saving your team headaches and downtime. Some of the benefits we might find with moving to the
cloud for an IT team are ease of management, the ability to manage from anywhere, more modern features to
solve problems and better support.
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Steps to ensure your
on-premises environment
is secure and stable:
• Make your on-site data
accessible to remote workers
via VPN setup.
• Configure VPN to manage
traffic flow to reduce the
impact and not inundate your
on-premises systems.
• Consider implementing a
redundant internet connection
to ensure server stability and
connectivity.
• Pair a high-availability firewall
(HA pair) for added protection
and reduced downtime.

LEARN MORE
Eide Bailly’s IT Managed Support

Moving to the Cloud

Key considerations and steps vary widely based on your organizational makeup, in-house talent, and current
and future needs. Organizations that are considering a move to the cloud should start by reviewing what data,
hardware, and software is currently hosted on-site.
Once your on-premises data is identified, review the lifecycle of your servers, warranties, and contracts.
If your server is relatively new and still under warranty, a mass migration to cloud hosting may be cost
prohibitive at this time. Your organization invested a lot of money for your current server stack and it is likely
best to capitalize on that investment until it reaches end-of-life.
If, however, your hardware is nearing the end of its lifecycle or your environment is experiencing employeelimiting downtime and lags, moving some or all of your systems to the cloud may be a wise move. It is
important to remember that this move does not take away the need for your internal IT team. There may be a
transition in skills and needs, but knowledgeable resources are still a must for cloud environments—whether
full cloud (everything hosted in the cloud) or hybrid (a mix of on-premises systems and cloud hosting).
While moving to the cloud may reduce a number of the current demands and duties of an IT team, this
does not change the need for a skilled IT team. While your IT team will no longer be focusing on maintaining
hardware and keeping systems patched or updated, they will be tasked with focusing on delivering new
solutions, integrations, features and security to your new cloud deployment. All of these changes require deep
knowledge of the cloud-based system they are working in and be tuned into your organization and what is
truly needed of the cloud system to benefit the organization.
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When moving some or all of your technology environment to the cloud,
consider the following areas:
• W
 hat systems are running right now to operate your business day to day?
Examples may include email, file storage, your accounting system or ERP,
and your line-of-business software.
• A
 re you capable of moving these systems to the cloud? Some organizations
may want to maintain certain system on-site. If this is true for you, you
then need to consider what application-specific data and file storage is also
needed on-premise.
• O
 nce you have evaluated what you can move, you need to plan your
migration. It is important to remember that this is not an all or nothing
process. Many organizations leverage a hybrid environment, maintaining
certain systems on their local servers and offloading “simpler” systems to
the cloud.
• Identify the right systems to migrate to the cloud and review their contracts.
Assessing when your contracts end and aligning your migration will help you
set priorities and fully capitalize on any ongoing investments before moving
to a cloud environment.
• C
 onsider the value of managing your active directory and user accounts in
the cloud. This effort, when paired with email exchange and other cloud
tactics can greatly reduce your maintenance and licensing costs.
• L everage staging environments to migrate your environment gradually.
• R
 eview your vendors, providers, and/or internal team to ensure their skill
sets are still relevant for your needs. Do you need to hire new talent to
manage these new tasks and processes? Can you augment your internal
expertise with an outside profession to train, educate, and work alongside
your team during this transition? This is often far cheaper than hiring a fulltime resource and can provide long-term stability for your IT needs.
• L astly, review your user base. Is new training needed for them to perform
their day-to-day roles?
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Benefits of the Cloud

Whenever you are discussing moving systems or implementing a new technology, it
necessitates a very different world of management. It’s important as an organization
to review the costs and benefits with this decision. The cloud was built for our current
landscape of work and can set organizations up for a more profitable and agile future.
If the COVID-19 pandemic has provided any lesson thus far to leaders, it is that your
technology is an asset for your organization and should be treated as such. The ability
to adapt and respond cannot be understated in our current environment. It is important
for leaders to understand the value that their technology and systems provide for their
team and operations, and to prioritize stability and efficiency along with other demands.

Cloud Security Considerations:
Restrict RDP ports (remote desktop protocol) to
ensure that the only way to connect is through a site
VPN or site-to-site VPN.
Leverage VPNS (virtual private networks) to
encrypt traffic.
Implement MDM (mobile device management)
controls on devices to protect data, such as
encryption on personal devices, single-click wipes
in case of theft or loss of property, copy-pastedownload-screenshot restrictions, separated storage
“partitions,” et al.

MDM policies may include:
Requiring strong passwords on devices
F orcing latest updates and latest patches
to be installed
Encryption of a local device
Require MFA (multi-factor authentication) to protect
against brute-force attacks. This is an absolute
must across any system of access and should be
considered best practice for current security policies.

LEARN MORE
Eight Ways Dated Technology is Holding Your Business Back

Whitelist the IP addresses that are able to access
your systems and manage your connection
policies to block malicious traffic or connections
to your environment.
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CASH MANAGEMENT

The Impact to Healthcare
For healthcare entities, patient
volume is another critical metric
to consider. Many healthcare
organizations have postponed or
canceled elective cases which has
resulted in a volume decline. This
has also caused an equally sharp
decline in operating income.

The key metrics we encourage organizations to track are also excellent items to review as you
prepare to reopen:
• Cash Balance: How much money do you physically have right now? Don’t forget to be
cognizant of deposits in transit (money you have receipt of but hasn’t been deposited in the
bank) and outstanding checks (checks that you have written but haven’t cleared the bank).
• A
 ccounts Receivable: How much money is owed to you? What portion is greater than 30
days past due? How is this affecting your cash flow?
• A
 ccounts Payable: How much do you currently owe? How is this affecting your cash flow?
Are you paying these in a timely fashion?
• Inventory: If you have inventory, how many days, on average, is your inventory sitting on
your shelves? Are there any slow-moving inventory items? Do you have any significant back
orders? What is your return rate? What about shipping and delivery times or issues?
• S ales Revenue: What are your gross sales? How many leads have you turned into
opportunities—won or lost? What does your sales cycle look like?
• G
 ross Margin & Net Income: How high is your gross margin? Are you turning a profit?
Are you continually working to lower your costs? Is your gross margin enough to cover your
cost of operating? Speaking of gross margin, do you know your gross margin by profit center
(ex. product line, customer, job, etc.)?

Cash Flow and Cost Analysis

Cash flow issues typically have several causes. The most common include smaller profit margins,
loss of sales, theft and allowing accounts receivables to get too backed up. All of these seem
more than feasible, given the current economic state.
Start by analyzing your cash flow weekly to see where issues arise and target solutions. Focus on
maintaining revenue and margins while reducing overhead. Also, review your accounts receivable
and inventory to ensure a quicker turnaround.

LEARN MORE
Cash Flow vs. Profit

Pay particular attention to variable expenses, including:
• Negotiating with key vendors on direct materials
• Analyzing labor costs
• Commissions
• Freight
• Credit card fees
• Decrease turnover on accounts payable, but pay special attention to early pay discounts
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Budgeting and Financial Modeling

Your budget may be obsolete. Now is the time to not only reassess your budget, but also model
potential scenarios in order to make a plan to move forward. Financial modeling will allow you
to understand the current state of your organization and where it is headed. This is done by
modeling what-if scenarios so you can understand the short and long-term impacts of a situation.
For example: if your revenue is reduced by 50% for the next three months and accounts
receivable turns go down five days, how much do you need to reduce overhead to maintain
adequate cash flow?
To do forecasting and modeling, you’ll need a dynamic model that allows you to make
adjustments easily and track results. You’ll start with good historical financial information and
then input assumptions and key metrics you hope to track.

Review Third-Party Vendors and Contracts Regularly

Every vendor relationship should be analyzed to determine how critical the services or products
are to operations. Pay special attention to the inherent risk a vendor may bring to your
organization through sharing of sensitive information or the sheer volume of information they
need to access.
It’s also important to review your contracts with these third parties. Common topics include:
• Pricing
• Performance standards
• Confidentiality
• Security
• Ownership of data
• Right to audit
• Dispute resolution
Having a critical eye to your vendor contracts is important now as you seek to control costs.
However, you should also review contracts and third-party vendors on an annual basis to
determine the effectiveness of the relationship.

Utilize Benchmarking to Drive Vendor Terms
It’s important to understand how you’re
performing and stacking up against others
in the industry.
Think about how you can add leverage
to your discussions on vendor terms using
benchmarking data. For example, if you
pay your vendors net 30 but industry
average is net 60, there is room for
change in your process.
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EXPENSE PRIORITIZATION

Now more than ever, it’s time to have a critical conversation about your
organization’s expenses.
When reviewing your expenses, place them into one of four categories:
1. E ssential, important, urgent. Ensure you have enough reserves to
cover these expenses for up to a year.
2. Important but not urgent. For these expenses, discuss the impact of
delaying these expenses for a period of at least six months.
3. Discretionary needs.
4. Non-obligatory/non-urgent needs.
When it comes to discretionary need and non-urgent needs, look at what
can be cut from your budget. Also, consider ways you can scale back on
overhead expenses that are semi-fixed.

New Expenses to Consider
As you review expenses, remember to consider new expenses

MAINTAIN ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL RECORDS

While personnel cuts may impact your organization, the importance of
having solid financials remains. Neglecting your books can lead to serious
financial complications. Without accurate records, you won’t know
how much money you have, leading to uniformed decision making. It’s
important to have accurate bookkeeping and finances as you make plans
to keep your organization afloat and sustain it long term.
There are also provisions and guidance to consider that will impact your
organization’s finances. This is especially true if you applied for any of the
relief funding options available. Having a trained financial professional,
whether internally or outsourced, will be vital to your operation.
As you prepare to reopen, ensure someone is constantly looking at your
financial and accounting records so you can make clear decisions.

LEARN MORE
Outsourcing Your Accounting Can Increase Efficiencies

incurred by reopening your operation.
• Cleaning and health: Sanitizing, PPE and other equipment
• T echnology: Website changes, laptops, remote services
or telehealth
• A
 ccounting and people: Payroll and benefits costs
consultants, rising pension costs and investment losses
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STEP 4

GENERATE REVENUE
Many organizations have found creative solutions to keep their doors virtually open
through all of this. As you embark on the next normal, pay careful attention to the
lessons you’ve learned and utilize those to generate revenue. You may even find you’re
building a whole new organizational model.

• E stablish a sales path and common selling process to take
advantage of your CRM’s selling features.
• Implement collaborative forecasting and predictive analytics to
improve performance tracking and accuracy.
• T rack your marketing ROI before deals close to make faster, more
informed decisions about your marketing budget and tactics.
• M
 easure your sales milestones and engage your team in
performance improvement measures.

Leading organizations know how to adopt new and innovative ways to provide real and
practical solutions to their customers. They focus their efforts on what they do best.

• U
 se Products and Price Books as well as approval processes to gain
better visibility into the products or services your customers are
buying and at what price structure.

SALES FORECASTING

• E valuate if your environment would benefit from CPQ (Configure
Price Quote) to streamline complex selling and quoting.

Sales figures can help you determine revenue and inventory purchases, so keeping
accurate records is important. To do this, implement detailed policies and procedures
for all types of sales, whether it be cash, checks, credit cards or online sales. Consider
using an invoicing system when shipping goods and having proof of delivery when
goods are shipped. Also, be sure to check your invoices against sales and payments to
ensure everything matches up correctly.

Sales Pipeline and Forecasting

Sales efficiency and pipeline health are top-of-mind for many business leaders today.
Rather than waiting for ideal selling conditions to return, organizations need to shift to
selling their way out of the current recession.
To start, consider areas that you can streamline with your sales team. Spending time
on ineffective tasks can destroy your sales team’s productivity. Given the current
business landscape, you want to enable your sales team to be their most effective and
capitalize on the right opportunities. Salesforce can help you automate and optimize
your sales environment to improve close ratios and focus your team’s energy on the
deals that will close.

• P
 rovide your sales team with a holistic view of their customer and
their current sales goals.
• A
 void digging through old emails when prepping for prospect
meetings by integrating your email and CRM. If you have
Salesforce, consider enabling Salesforce Einstein Activity Capture.
This will automatically populate lead, contact, account, and
opportunity records with every email and calendar entry between
you, your prospects, and any of your colleagues who are also
using Salesforce.

“Being innovative comes down to staying relevant
as the dynamics of consumerism are changing.”

Ross Manson
Chief Practice Officer
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Finding ways to automate and lean on your existing technology can help you remain competitive and
agile during this time of uncertainty.
The businesses that continue to successfully sell do so by employing the right tools and have the
know-how to leverage them effectively. Adapting your sales strategy starts with focusing on the right
opportunities. It requires visibility to keep your team members accountable. These six steps will
prepare your team to be successful in today’s selling environment.

Focus on your top customers that are most likely to purchase from you.

Assign responsibilities to your sales team and hold them accountable with
dashboards and reports.

Message your content to be relevant to your ideal buyer’s concerns and challenges.

Put effort toward sales activities and measure your team’s progress toward goals.

Track your sales forecasts and other key sales metrics to ensure you are on pace.

Support your team with real-time coaching and stand-up meetings to ensure everyone
is on the same page and moving forward in the right direction for your sales goals.

E-COMMERCE
Sales Tax and Nexus

A critical component in the sale of products is
understanding the necessary sales tax guidance
and if you create nexus. State sales tax rules vary,
usually depending on the number of transactions and
gross revenue from sales. Knowing these triggers is
important to avoid costly penalties.
Here are common sales tax risk areas:
• Do you sell products in multiple states?
• Do you ship your products across state borders?
• Are you an online retailer or software developer?
• Do you send employees to multiple states?
• Are you registered in all of the states you
have customers?
• Do you know the state and jurisdictional
thresholds?
• Do you have a software system helping you
track sales?
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NEW ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

For many organizations, this disruption has led to new organization models. Some organizations have
embarked into online sales. Others have changed what they offer, from virtual classes to DIY kits.
As new organization models surface, there are some common items to remember.

“Developing multiple models
eliminates the tendency to
choose the middle approach and
encourages a more deliberate
path forward. Defining a range
of business models allows the
organization to be intentional
and focused in their response to
changing economic conditions.”

Shelley Earsley
Partner

We suggest developing three to four organization models that outline various plans for financial success.
Models should include scenarios for success with current products and services as well as scenarios with
innovative products and services.

Debt Restructuring & Capital Infusion

For many organizations, reopening will involve more than just turning on the lights. Roughly one third of
organizations surveyed by Inc. said they would need more than $150,000 in capital to ride out the country’s
current conditions.
This is why a discussion on debt restructuring and capital infusion is a necessary component to reopening
and repositioning your organization. It begins with a conversation on your working capital. Working capital
essentially serves as an indicator of the short-term health of your organization. It’s calculated by subtracting
current liabilities from current assets. It’s directly tied to the value of your organization because changes in
working capital impact cash flow.

LEARN MORE
Why is Working Capital So Important in a Deal?

Collaboration and Partnerships

Diversity of thought is key during times of disruption. You need different people and different perspectives.
Sometimes, this may come from outside your organization.
Collaboration is one way to help grow your organization. Partnerships are about coming together on an activity
or initiative that benefits all involved. These relationships help leverage resources and expand missions.
Financially, these relationships may allow organizations to share in costs and reduce expenses tied to joint
efforts. Operational efficiencies may be achieved by sharing in program development or implementation,
allowing organizations to enhance their programs and grow constituents. Growing an organization’s reach by
expanding into new markets, demographics or services helps expand program capacity.
Overall, organizations can grow their value proposition by expanding their mission but not their budgets.
The result is both parties are stronger and better positioned to maintain efficiency and withstand changes in
funding, which leads to long-term sustainability.
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STEP 5

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
Preparing to open requires real-time visibility into your performance, both current and potential.

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY

To maximize future revenue, consider conducting an analysis of your operational efficiency and productivity by
department. Utilize benchmarking to compare productivity to others in your industry.
What should you benchmark?
• Technology investment
• Staffing costs
• Supply chain
• Business volume
Measuring productivity will allow you to set operational goals. These goals, in turn, guide workflow and processes
that improve staff efficiency, reduce costs and create a better customer or patient experience.
Business intelligence with publicly available data and benchmarking can provide facilities with more powerful,
timely and relevant data to improve operational and financial performance.

THE WHY, WHAT AND
HOW OF INTEGRATING
YOUR BUSINESS
CRITICAL SYSTEMS
WHY SHOULD I INTEGRATE?

Eliminate error
& redundancy

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FROM INTEGRATING?

As the world shut its doors and organizations turned to a remote environment, the use of digital technology and
trends skyrocketed. Digital technology, automation and data are allowing organizations to make faster, more
informed decisions.

System Integration

One way to automate digital processes is through system integration. Integration between important systems can
save time and money through reduced manual entry, duplication of information or potential error.

Intelligent Automation

Consider areas where you can build in automation and streamline your current processes. A tailored solution may
sound complicated but it can actually simplify your user experience, automate process flow and customize your
business systems. This can mean big savings and efficiency gains for your team. Common areas for automation
include warehouse return processes, sales order entry, and reconciling data between systems.

Full visibility

Streamlined
processes

Happier
employees

HOW DO I BEGIN?
Before starting your business systems integration,
ﬁrst consider the following:

In a 2017 survey,

44%

BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION

Real & accurate
reporting

Reported improved
productivity and
eﬃciency.

55%

Reported improved
data reliability.

80%

Reported availability
of information.

Process flow
Field mapping
Data

Bad data is responsible for 23% of projects going
over schedule & 45% of projects going over budget.

* Data reported from the 2018 ERP Report.

844.476.8957 | TECHINFO @ EIDEBAILLY.COM | WWW.EIDEBAILLY.COM/TECHNOLOGY

LEARN MORE
Four Ways to Improve Efficiency and
Save Money During Uncertain Times
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USE OF DATA

DATA STRATEGY

Real-time, clean, organized data is key to making strategic, timely decisions.
Organized data is critical to fast decision making and clear, accurate reporting
on measurable metrics.

Understand your systems, data sources, and priority

Operational Analytics

data goals.

It’s also important to understand your metrics and ensure you’re reviewing
the correct ones. Leading indicators will help you make strategic decisions
while lagging indicators, like revenue and purchase amounts only give you an
after the fact look at how your company is performing. Operational analytics
are key to meeting future goals.

Leading vs. Lagging Indicators
Leading indicators offer real-time “leading” insight into your
performance. They can predict what your financial statements will say
before month-end.
Financial statements are considered “lagging” indicators because they
can only answer “what happened” during the previous period.
How to Use Operational Analytics to Lead During a Downturn

Become Data-Driven

To remain relevant and protect profits during times of turbulence,
organizations must take strides to improve both their operational efficiency
and better understand their customer base. This begins and ends with
your data.
A data-driven organization is any entity that gathers and applies data to reach
their goals.
This may sound lofty, especially in our current environment, but it is
achievable. The key is to develop a strategy for your data, determine how to
bring all your data together, and then design valuable reports and dashboards
to support your goals.

goals. This starts by auditing your current data sources,
both internal and external, and then defining your
Ask Yourself: What questions, if answered, would help
increase your revenue or decrease your costs?
Aim for three to five high-value questions and then
identify the data sources needed to answer them.

DATA WAREHOUSE
Now you need to centralize and make your data
usable. A data warehouse brings together multiple
sources of data, cleanses and combines to make it
meaningful for your reporting.

DATA VISUALIZATION
This is what most people think of when they hear
“data-driven” or “data analytics.” It’s the output of
your business data in a digestible, visual way. The key
is to find the reports and key performance indicators
(KPIs) that will help your organization and key
stakeholders push the needle.

Many organizations may be tempted to push off their data efforts until after
this downturn subsides. However, they are greatly underestimating the
insights and value that data can provide their organization in making the right
decisions. Times of uncertainty have been the catalyst for great movements
and innovations. There is no time better than now to take control of your data
and leverage it to improve your results.
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STEP 6

PREPARING TO OPEN THE DOORS
After thoughtful consideration and planning, it’s time to open your doors. But how do you do this while
adhering to safe distancing guidelines and state and local regulations? And even more so, how do you prepare
your organization with your customer in mind?

SAFE DISTANCING IN YOUR WORKPLACE

Regardless of the type of organization you operate, safe distancing in public will be a necessary conversation.
Considerations include:
• How do you space customers or employees?
• Do you have the proper cleaning items, like hand sanitizer and masks?
• W
 hat will you require or your employees and customers? Will they need to wear masks upon entering
your facility? Will you do a screening for symptoms?

MOVING TOWARD A TOUCHLESS ENVIRONMENT

“Consumer loyalty can be broken
or strengthened when times are
tough. It’s not the “freebies”
or giving away services during
tough times that instill loyalty.
That only cheapens the value of
your relationship. Continuing to
add value to services you are
charging for not only retains the
customer but makes them more
loyal as a valued partner.”

Even though many organizations will be reopening, there is nothing normal about reopening in a post
COVID-19 world. Lingering effects will continue to be felt by organizations for years to come. Technology has
always sought to push us forward, and the COVID-19 pandemic has intensified that push.
For many organizations, this will impact basic operations. After all, many of our technologies require touch for
basic navigation. Look no further than a credit card machine, a conference room booking screen or a tablet
used to sign in at events. How do we become a touchless workplace?
Companies will have to consider new ways of doing things. Perhaps it’s a shift from a shared device to
a personal one. Or maybe it’s a keyless entry system where a motion triggers access to a building. Voice
recognition and command software using technology like Siri, Google or Alexa could also change the way
many organizations operate.

Laura Srsich
Partner

LEARN MORE
Salesforce COVID-19 Screening Tool

Use of digital trends and technology as we navigate a touchless environment will be critical.

An Example: The Rise of Telemedicine

No industry is immune from the impact of a touchless environment. Typically, a doctor’s appointment was done in office. However, now telemedicine is on the rise. Teladoc Health reported a 50%
increase in service at the end of March.
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START PREPARING TODAY

“In the last two decades, the
organizations that have
separated themselves are the
ones who have committed to,
and embraced, digital business.
With the behavior and consumer
experience changes happening
right now, the digitization of
business becomes an even
bigger separator than in the
past. Every business should ask
themselves ‘How’ and ‘What’
can I digitize.”

Ross Manson

A thoughtful reopening plan will help you move forward with purpose. This will involve careful review
of current processes, adaption of new innovations and organization models and a careful watch on ever
changing regulations and guidance.
Learning to contain costs, prioritize expenditures, mitigate risk and find creative revenue generation ideas
will serve you well long past the COVID-19 pandemic. These critical strategies are key to running healthy,
adaptable organizations.
But as much as you plan, give yourself room for change. If COVID-19 has taught us anything, it’s that no one’s
organization is safe from disruption. So make room to test and tweak, to adjust your model to proactively
respond to what comes your way.

“Leaders across the public and private sectors should build learning and adaption into
their reopen plans from the start … Leaders should be prepared to incorporate new
information and alter their approaches as new information becomes available.”
- COVID-19: Implications for Business, McKinsey

Chief Practice Officer
It’s time to move forward. Compliance to guidance will be critical. Creativity and thinking outside the box will
be mandatory. Engagement with your clients and your staff will be crucial.

WELCOME TO THE NEXT NORMAL.
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What inspires you, inspires us.
eidebailly.com
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